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Quote of the Day
“There are two times in a man's life when he 
should not speculate: when he can't afford it 

and when he can.”

“October. This is one of the peculiarly 
dangerous months to speculate in stocks. The 

others are July, January, September, April, 
November, May, March, June, December, 

August, and February”

Mark Twain
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CRF and Floating Frame of 
Reference

 Today’s topics

 Review of the co-rotational formulation
 Kinematics of FFR: Beams
 Reference conditions
 Modes of deformation
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Before we get started…

 On Monday, we learned:
 Need for flexible body modeling
 Basic continuum mechanics equations
 Structural and Continuum approaches
 Co-rotational formulation kinematics

 This lecture…
 Review of the co-rotational formulation: Generalized forces and stiffness matrix
 Kinematics of FFR: Beams
 Reference conditions
 Modes of deformation
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Corotational Formulation
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Local displacements

Possible initial relative rotation between node and reference frame
Infinitesimal 
rotations for 
elastic forces
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Corotational Formulation
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Corotational Formulation
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Generalized Elastic Forces
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Generalized Elastic Forces
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Stiffness Matrix
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Procedure



Summary
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Summary



Animation
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Features
 Easily extensible to different finite element types
 ‘Element reuse’

 Incorporates finite element methodology into the 
‘old’ idea of small deformation on rigid body 
motion

 Restricted to small deformation
 Available in Chrono: Tetrahedra, hexahedra, 

shells



Recommended readings
 Shabana, A., Dynamics of Multibody Systems, 

Cambridge, Chapter 4: Mechanics of Deformable 
Bodies, 3rd, 4th or 5th edition

 Felippa and Haugen, Unified Formulation of Small-
Strain Corotational Finite Elements: I. Theory, 
Center for aerospace structures, 2005 (available online)

 Recuero and Negrut, Co-rotational formulation in Chrono, 
white paper, available online, white paper, available online, 
http://www.projectchrono.org/assets/white_papers/FEA/WhitePaper_Co-rotational.pdf

 Tasora, A., On corotational formulation, white paper, 
available online
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The Floating Frame 
of Reference Formulation



Origin of Flexible Body 
Dynamics
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 FFR: simpler, more intuitive 

 Origin: Spacecraft dynamics
 Spacecraft became thin, more flexible (1950s, 1960s, 1970s)

 Need for superimposing small elastic displacement to rigid body motion
 A body- or floating- frame is used to track rigid body motion
 Small elastic displacements are described w.r.t. the floating frame
 A set of conditions attach the floating frame to the moving flexible body
 Originally, no use of finite elements
 A couple of key investigations on the dynamics of flexible bodies:

 B. Fraeijs De Veubeke, The dynamics of flexible bodies, Int. J. Engng 52, 1976, Vol. 
14. pp. 895-913. – Attachment conditions: Tisserand frame

 Canavin and Likins, Floating reference frames for flexible spacecraft, J. Spacecraft, 
1977, Vol. 15 No. 2



2. FFR Kinematics
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 Basic kinematics of a flexible body

 Position of an arbitrary point P in a deformed flexible body I

 http://sbel.wisc.edu/documents/TR-2016-05.pdf

Position 
of FFR

Orientation 
of FFR

Local position 
of P

Where is this 
frame?



3. Reference Conditions
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 In principle, multiple choices for FFR attachment

 What basic, general requirement must be fulfilled at all times?

The FFR must be constrained to the flexible 
body and remove its

• 6 degrees of freedom, in 3 dimensions
• 3 degrees of freedom, in 2 dimensions



Note…
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 Deformations are always considered small in FFR
 A deformable body experiences relative displacements and 

therefore, inertia does not remain constant
 Momentum and energy expressions do depend on relative 

displacements



FFR Kinematics
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Position 
of FFR

Orientation 
of FFR

Local position 
of P



FFR Kinematics
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Position 
of FFR

Orientation 
of FFR

Local position 
of P



Angular Momentum (inertially
fixed)

23Inertia tensor 
w.r.t. com

FFR ‘rigid’ 
momentum Angular momentum w.r.t. FFR
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FFR ‘rigid body’ Internal angular momentum

Internal kinetic energy

Kinetic energy (inertially fixed)



Anchoring the FFR
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 We need to relate the FFR to the motion of the flexible body
 The degrees of freedom added by the FFR must be removed by 

the attachment/anchoring conditions/constraints
 There is a large variety of attachment conditions
 Attachment conditions may relate some or many elastic degrees of 

freedom



Locally Attached Frame
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 Useful when we have a central/reference rigid body
 Locally attached frame: Fix an orientation using a point mass
 For example, clamped conditions: Clamped direction of a beam

 Leads to no simplification of (1) and (2)



Principal Axes Frame
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 The inertia tensor of the body becomes diagonal if FFR is located 
along these axes

 Since three inertia components                 calculations simplified 
 This is done at the expense of fulfilling 3 constraints:

 It can be combined with locally attached frame
 It defines instantaneous principal axes of inertia

x component of the position vector of 
a deformed point w.r.t. FFR



Tisserand (mean axes)
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 Axes of FFR continuously moving so that internal angular 
momentum is always zero

 Internal linear momentum zero                  FFR at center of mass
 Internal angular momentum zero                FFR fulfills constraint:

 Angular momentum is simplified

 Features of the Tisserand frame:
 Angular momentum expression is simplified
 Provides minimum kinetic energy w.r.t. FFR
 Related to free-free modes



Buckens Frame
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 Placed at the center of mass
 Similar philosophy as Tisserand’s
 Buckens constraint set, given by

 Features of the Buckens frame:
 Minimizes square of relative displacements w.r.t. FFR
 Constraints are holonomic (do not involve non-integrable velocities)



Rigid Body Frame
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 Follows displacement that results in zero strain energy, i.e. rigid 
mode

 Of use when structures do not have all rigid dofs constrained
 Constraint: Body’s strain energy must be zero
 It is related to the Tisserand frame



Floating Frame of Reference
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Does FFR translation and orientation 
describe the rigid-body dynamics of the 
flexible body? 

Not in general! Different ways to define 
the FFR attachment conditions will 
result in different splitting of FFR 
dynamics and elastic displacements 
w.r.t. FFR



4. Modes of Deformation
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Position of FFR Orientation 
of FFR

Local position of P



Modes of Deformation
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What are these modes of 
deformation or mode shapes?



Modes of Deformation
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Modes of deformation
 Are assumed shapes that the structure can take
 Selection of mode shapes limits admissible deformation
 Many methods to obtain a set of modes from an FE model
 Some of feature to watch:

 MS must be consistent with boundary conditions
 Constrained displacements or angles
 External loads

 MS must capture desired structure’s dynamics
 Example of modes selection: Eigenvalue Analysis


